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goal of this thesis is to evaluate why Pakistan's energy crisis is worsening .. Siamak T. Naficy; and writing coach Dr.
Cheryl Huddleston for their guidance, support, .. In , the Pakistan Institute of Petroleum forecast that energy imports.

With minimal effort, well over ten per cent of national electricity can be saved by applying only the first level
of energy conservation that is a change in attitude. The impacts of the crisis are negative: people in Pakistan
now have a very hard and challenging life, economy may suspend or even reverse, government can hardly
control the situation etc. The total generation capacity through nuclear power plants is roughly MW. The funds
spent on import of power generators and their fuel is an enormous drain on the economy. It is very obviously
to see that the impact of the energy crisis in Pakistan is terrible for almost everywhere during the country:
economic, educational, political and etc. Spain is already producing 73 per cent of its power needs from wind
and solar energy. Pakistan is currently facing upto 18 hours of electricity outage a day, is expected to face
more if not dealt with in time. Electricity is essential part of our daily life and its outage has severely affected
the economy and overall living of ours. Once this maximum has been reached, global oil production will begin
to forever decline afterwards, leading the world into a catastrophic energy crunch that could cripple our
economy. In popular literature though, it often refers to one of the energy sources used at a certain time and
place. Hopefully, Pakistan could solve the energy shortage crisis and change its hard situation peacefully and
quickly. However, as for now about Pakistan, the energy shortage crisis is becoming worse and worse. It is not
only preventing people from carrying on their daily routine, it is also depriving many of their livelihoods. On
the other hand, Pakistan relies on the compressed natural gas CNG most and this is an important cause that
leads the energy shortage crisis directly on Pakistan. Solar energy can help alleviate this problem. Essay
Topic: Energy , Solution Energy Shortage now is a global crisis for many countries in the world including
Pakistan. Development in this sector requires time and patience. It has impacted the society in large scale in
the guises of unemployment, poor living standards, loss in production and much more. The answer you will
get may be a list of hundreds of issues which start from Kashmir and will end on terrorism or militancy etc.
Though technology is still evolving for solar energy, a more immediate solution is wind energy. Pakistan,
however, currently generates around 2. There are many factors of this crisis in Pakistan, ranging from poor
management to global rising oil prices. There is not enough electricity to meet both requirements. Once
domestic needs are met, Pakistan could become a major exporter of wind turbines. Air-conditioning, usually a
sign of a luxurious lifestyle, needs to be ped. An early start and early end is recommended rather than having
opening hours from afternoon until late at night. Consequences of Energy Crisis : i. Geographically, Pakistan
has been blessed with river flows that are naturally supportive to electricity generation. From available data,
the known natural advantages that Pakistan has for tidal energy development include a km creek system of the
Indus delta, meter high tides at Korangi creek and over 5 meters at Sir Creek. Also, as wind turbines require
no fuel, there is no running cost other than maintenance cost. As a first step, we need a thorough survey of the
coastal areas of Pakistan to identify the best locations for setting up power plants for tidal power generation.
However, presently it only generates mw of electricity against an installed capacity of mw. The country is yet
to switch over to coal from the indigenous source of energy that is estimated to be the third largest in the
world with a reserve of  Currently, around forty percent of our population is living beyond poverty line and
this ratio is increasing day by day. Recently, Mr. This will not only lower electricity bills, it will also release
some load off the national grid. This issue must be addressed proactively by the government of Pakistan. Tidal
energy is a relatively unexplored area in Pakistan. Except the new fund, shifting the energy resource to another
one is also a good solution for Pakistan. Extensive research and analysis of wind speeds, directions and
corridors is important before investing in this sector. In this way, Pakistan needs to consider how to balance
the solution of the current problem and the cause of the potential crisis in the future. Studies have shown that
on average our country receives 19MW per square meter of solar energy. In return, villagers should be asked
to ensure the safety of these turbines.


